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Forest hd live wallpaper mod apk

THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI QR Code Download APK (14.16 MB) Are you looking for an animated forest background? Already tired of terrible and identical free animated background that can be found anywhere on the Internet in the customization category? Customize your device with the assistance of the forest of animated backgrounds. Amazing free app as themes for free Android is the best choice! Try
this new wallpaper app created specifically for forest fans who don't want to be boring and want to see new hand-selected amoled wallpapers for their phone or tablet. This best Android app contains only forest of animated wallpapers; enjoy moving wallpapers to your Android phone today! Forest Live Wallpaper - beautiful free wallpaper with a number of beautiful forest lwp and amazing live effect. Tired of
static backgrounds and hd backgrounds? Try free moving wallpapers with forest 7fon! Our free live wallpaper also uses high-quality images of forest art. You just have to download our live moving wallpapers for free and enjoy your beloved Android themes for free. We created such a dynamic background so you can say this 7fon app for me! Forest Live Wallpaper features:- Fast-moving wallpapers- Fast
work- Fun animated backgrounds;- Amazing Full HD graphics;- This beautiful free and fun wallpaper is waiting for you!- You can share the teen background on Forest in all social networks- Intuitive interface- This app is offline background, no internet connection- You don't need to download wallpapers 10000 just the best compilation - All the teen wallpaper on Forest could easily be watched and installed -
Lots of excellent themes for Android- Ultra hd 4k- Download live wallpapers for free- All hd wallpapers are free and will be free permanently If you're looking for the latest amoled wallpaper? Download live forest wallpapers on the go now; give life to your smartphone with an Android forest backdrop and experience images of the forest like you've never done before! Forest Wallpaper HD consists of :- A
huge background database with a resolution of hd or 4K- It often updates with new wallpapers- Android themes by phone- Change the beautiful wallpapers in just a few clicks- You can choose from different forest background themes - Ability to change the background size for your needs.- Animated loading screen, on the forest theme- Amazing HD graphics- Free Android themesHow to set this 7fon app on
your phone screen:Home -&gt;Menu -&gt; Wallpapers -&gt; Live wallpapers -&gt; Forest Live Wallpaper Don't hesitate, download Live Wallpaper Forest right now, completely free, share it with your friends and spoil it with this hd background! Discomer - All logos/images/names are copyrights of the prospective owners. This image is not approved by any of the owners of the perspective, and the images are
used simply for aesthetic purposes. This application is an unofficial fan-based application. There is no copyright infringement and any request for the removal of any of the will be honored. Category: Free customization Get it on: Requirements: 4.1 or higher Forest Live Wallpapers APK History Forest Live Wallpapers 15.0 for Android 4.1 or Higher APK download version: 15.0 for Android 4.1 or higher
update on : 2020-05-26 Download APK (14.16 MB) Forest HD - colorful live wallpapers the game. In a series of tedious monotonies of daily life and everyday life sometimes they do not have enough bright colors and fresh emotions. There is a desire to walk in the verdant forest to visit the spring camp, observe various animals in their natural habitat, in a word, to look at the magnificence of nature in its
unspoiled beauty. Often, however, fulfilling these aspirations can be very difficult, especially urban residents. And here it comes to the aid of the Forest HD DualBoot Games company app. Now you don't need to get out of town or visit the zoo: flora and fauna compactly arranged in your mobile device. The app features beautiful graphics and superb animation. Here is everything to interest the nature lover.
Forest with tall trees, through the lush crowns that scattered rays of sunlight. Green flowery meadow, on which fireflies poised. A small waterfall surrounded by tree trunks, covered with moss and mushrooms. Forest HD is also inhabited by various animals. A proud deer, a wary hare and powerful e raises travel around the world's app, no fear of outside observers on the other side of the screen. In short, we
can safely say that developers have a responsible attitude towards their work. The user has the ability to contemplate not only summer but also winter forest. In addition, the creators of the program periodically release new additions. Warning of significant disadvantages failed. Forest HD - beautiful and qualitative animated backgrounds for those who like to observe wildlife. Forest HD Unlocked Version:
1.6.1 (9)x86,armeabi,armeabi-v7aPackage: com.dualboot.apps.forest 85954 downloads 14.31 MB (15001156 bytes) Target: Gingerbread 2.3 - 2.3.2 API level 9, NDK 5 390a3334418ebf803d3a170d20d63caf added on 2014-03-11 20:30:15 from mark8 Forest HD Unlocked 1.6.1 APK Download by DualBoot Games The download will be available in 9 seconds The optional 'Northern Woodlands Pack' is now
available for purchase! This package includes fully animated eci, eiers and bears and a winter setting. Also in this update: * Now move between your forest scenes by tapping the screen twice! * New interactive lantern * New cabin fireplace with smoke * Field Pack butterflies now appear in all scenes * New red salmon in stream pack * New switch for special events * Improved art and animations * Many
other improvements Package: com.dualboot.apps.forest Author: DualBoot Games Version: 1.6.1 Update on: 2015-05-08 Facebook Browser does NOT support downloading. Click to open Chrome Browser. Safe warranty no addition ads or malware Does it love our service? Share with your friends' location: Approximate location (network-based): • Allows the app to get your approximate location. This
location is derived from location services that use network location sources such as cell towers and Wi-Fi. These location services must be enabled and available to the device for the app to use. Apps can use it to determine approximately where you are.. Storage: Read the contents of usb memory: • Allows the app to read the contents of USB memory.. Network: Google Play license control: • Google Play
license control. CATEGORY CUSTOMIZATION Next: Requirements: Android 2.3+ Forest HD 1.6.1 APK for Android 2.3+ version 1.6.1 for Android 2.3+ Update out of 20 15-05-08 File size 15,044,751 bytes Permissions to view permissions for New apps 1.6.1 Fixed some issues when unlocking additional packages. 1.6.0 The optional Northern Woodlands Pack is now available! Includes fully animated eci,
eiers and bears, and a winter setting. Also: * Now move between your forest scenes by tapping the screen twice! * New interactive cabin lantern * New cabin fireplace with smoke * Field Pack butterflies now appear in all scenes * New red salmon in stream pack * New special event switch * Improved art and animations resolution changer satpol x3 fiawin download app To those of you who send me emails -
I apologize for not answering all of them. I just haven't had the time or the energy in the last few years. From December 21 (2017) my OpenWeatherMap account will be suspended because the number of requests using my API key significantly exceeds the free subscription threshold which is 60 calls per minute. If you need weather synchronization, you'll need to use your API key for now. Forest Live
Wallpaper is a beautiful and relaxing wallpaper with trees blowing in the wind and a sky that changes from sunset to sunrise. Don't forget to go into the settings to turn on things like time, multisampling* or the 3D parallasse effect*, if you don't want to get lost!* Not supported on all devices. TroubleshootingHow do I use this background on the lock screen? You need to have a lock screen that can use
animated backgrounds as a background, like Locker Master or something. You may need to enable it in the launcher settings. When you set a background to Galaxy S6, for example, you choose whether to use if for the splash screen, lock screen, or both. The one on the screen is part of the CyanogenMod ROM.The screen is too dark at night! There is a color setting called a night multiplier that change into
a brighter color, making the trees and hills brighter at night. It is not the perfect solution, but it will have to do so until (in the end) I add a correction. Time is wrong! Q:&lt; Make sure you have a location set in the location settings, and then check if recent weather data is available (via the weather settings menu), updated, and for the correct location. If not, the weather provider simply isn't accurate, accurate,
you can now change the time provider. Features:- Day/night cycle that fades colors from day to night, depending on your location.- Animated trees.- Local weather (wind, rain, snow and clouds, so far).- Parallasse effect with different layers as you scroll.- 3D parallase effect when tilting the device.- Customizable colors and weather.- Stars.- Mountains.- Simulated scrolling.- Clouds.What to expect in the
future?- Infrequent updates (I'm lazy -_- )- More weather effects (visibility, lightning...). - And much more planned!===PERMISSIONS===INTERNETUsed to retrieve weather data from OpenWeatherMap and ForecastIO. It can be changed in settings and is disabled by default. ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATIONUsed to obtain an approximate location, which in turn is used to retrieve local weather data and to
calculate the elevation of the sun. BILLINGUsed only for donations. Only.
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